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Darkflash DR11 ARGB computer fan
The 9-blade Darkflash DR11 ARGB fan will  enhance any computer with unparalleled cooling efficiency and spectacular lighting effects.
The product combines modern technology with aesthetics, providing optimal working conditions for advanced computer systems. With its
help,  you can not  only  effectively  manage the  temperature  of  components,  but  also  give  an individual  character  to  your  workstation,
enjoying smooth operation and reliability at every step. The product ensures stability and works surprisingly quietly (22.5dBA).
 
Dual light effect
The fan's dual halo rings will not only illuminate the computer's interior, but also create a mesmerizing visual effect that enhances the
look of any workstation. The internal and external LED lighting strikingly highlights the cooling dynamics.
 
Reliable operation
The use of Rifle bearing not only guarantees quiet operation, but also extends the life of the fan. RPM stability and reduced friction are
other features that distinguish the DR11 ARGB.
 
Refined blade design
The fan's 9 blades are designed to optimize airflow, increasing cooling efficiency while reducing the noise generated. This allows you to
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use your equipment comfortably and safely.
 
Compatibility and ease of installation
The Darkflash DR11 ARGB was created with ease of installation in mind - so it guarantees quick and simple integration with most cooling
systems. Its universal design fits a variety of PC configurations, making it a versatile choice for everyone.
 
Reliable stability
The fan is equipped with anti-vibration pads that reduce potential vibrations, thus ensuring quiet operation and stability. The high-quality
square frame with sharp edges further enhances balance. So you can focus on entertainment or work without any distractions.
 
Smart Control PWM
Thanks  to  the  PWM  function,  the  DR11  ARGB  fan  adjusts  its  speed  according  to  the  current  needs  of  the  system,  allowing  you  to
effectively manage airflow and reduce power consumption. In standby, the product maintains a low speed to help save energy.
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelDR11  ARGBDimensions120  x  120  x  25  mmFan  speed1200  ±10%  RPMNoise  level22.5dBA  (MAX)Airflow53
CFMStatic pressure0.97 mmH₂OBearing typeHydrodynamicRated voltageDC 12V

Preço:

€ 5.01

Jogos, Cooling, Computer Fans
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